
Wholesale High Quality Professional Stainless Steel Pizza
Cutter Rocker Knife Pizza Dough Slicer Tool with Wooden
Handle and Blade Protection Cover
 
Main features of stainless steel pizza cutter rocker knife pizza slicer blade

- Premium quality: Made of food grade stainless steel material and PP cover, incredibly sharp blade, no welding
corners, not easy to deform and rust.

- Large size: 14 inches wide size allows cutting large pizzas easily by one move. the sharp blade slices smoothly through
your pizza crust without pushing aside your pizza toppings.

- Novelty handle design:  the pizza cutter rocker adopt the ergonomic double wood handle helps you cut pizza quickly
and comfortably without causing any discomfort to your wrist, the unique double handles make it comfortable in hand and
save strength.

- Multiple functions: the pizza rocker knife can be used to chop, slice, mince and scoop. It can help you a lot in your
kitchen, cutting dish pizza, thin crust pizza, deep dish pizza, quesadillas, cheesecakes, brownies, chopping and dicing food
and herbs, a multi-functional slicing tool.

- Quality assurance and wholesale at a best price directly from Tsingbuy pizzza cutter rocker
factory.

 
Product images of stainless steel pizza cutter rocker knife pizza slicer blade
 

















 
 
 
More types of pizza cutters
Here we share more pictures of other pizza cutters from Tsingbuy China pizza cutter manufacturer. Welcome to consult
for more info.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/novelty-stainless-steel-pizza-cutter-rocker-knife.html




 









 
Besides pizza rocker knife wholesale, we also manufacture other pizzacrafts such as metal pizza pan baking tray, pizza
shovel, metal pizza peel, as well as supplying wholesale of wooden pizza peel, pizza stone etc.  We are also rich in
experience of bakeware customization and OEM & ODM service, winning a great reputation from international customers
through many successful and pleasing customization cases.
If you are in the market for bakeware or customized pizza bakeware, coming to us is a best choice for you and you are
assured to get a satisfied experience with us.
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/stainless-steel-pizza-cutter-rocker-knife.html


 


